MINISTRY OF EDUCATION, SCIENCE AND
TECHNOLOGY AND VOCATIONA TRAINING
THEMI HILL PRE AND PRIMARY SCHOOL
HOLIDAY PACKAGE
ENGLISH GRD III
NAME: _________________________________________DATE: _________________ STREAM_________
TIME: 1HOUR
SECTION A: DICTATION
1. Listen carefully to the words read by the teacher and write them below
i)
..............................................................................................................................................
ii)

..............................................................................................................................................

iii)

.............................................................................................................................................

iv)

...............................................................................................................................................

SECTION B: VOCABULARY
2. Choose the letter of the correct answer and write it in the boxes provided
i)
What is the opposite of the word sweet?
a) Sour
b) Flavor
c) Sweat
ii)

The daughter of my daughter is my ....................
a) Grand – daughter
b) Step – daughter
c) Grand children

iii)

What is the superlative of the word dry?
a) Driest
b) Drew
c) Drys

iv)

What is the plural form of the word chick?
a) Chicks
b) Hen
c) Chicken

v)

Juma needed some food because he was
a) Hanger
b) Hungry
c) Angry
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3. SECTION C: GRAMMAR
Choose the letter of the correct answer and write it in the boxes provide
i)
Jack and James .......................big books
a) Has
b) Had
c) Have
ii)
The word have is used with .............and you
a) Me
b) Our
c) I
iii)
My mother ................rice last night
a) Cooks
b) Cook
c) Cooked
iv)
The teacher ...............English yesterday
a) Teach
b) Teached
c) Taught
v)
Halima .................through the window when she saw a snake.
a) Jumps
b) Jumping
c) Jumped
vi)
The children ...............their food already
a) Has eaten
b) Have eat
c) Have eaten
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SECTION D: COMPOSITION
4. Use the words in the box below and fill in the blank spaces to complete the story.

Belongs, His, Stole, With, a

Baraka has .....................big farm of oranges. The farm ......................to him. One day, thieves
invaded..................... farm and ......................many oranges. He decided to search
them......................the help of the police. Fortunately, they were all found and were arrested.
SECTION E: COMPREHENSION
5. Read carefully the passage and answer the question which follow:
Anna is my sister. Next Saturday she will be eleven year old. We shall hold a birthday
party for her. There will be a lot to eat and drink. Mother likes cakes. She will prepare a
big birthday cake for her. Anna likes chicken and chips. I will prepare some chips for her.
My brother Abel will prepare the chicken. Father promised to buy soda and juice for the
birthday.
QUESTIONS
i)
Next Saturday Anna will be ...........................old
a) Eleven years
b) Seven years
c) Three years
ii)
a)
b)
c)
d)

Who will prepare the chicken?
Abel
Her mother
Her father
Her friends

iii)

According to the passage, the father will buy....................for Anna during birthday
party.
Juice and soda
New shoes
Juice only
Soda only

a)
b)
c)
d)

iv)
What is her mother going to prepare?
a) Birthday juice
b) Birthday cake
c) Chicken
d) Soda and juice
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